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The Opportunity



Life Expectancy

1901 Males 45 – Females 49

2018 Males 78 – Females 82



When will you die?

• On average: 

• Without a Will

• At 69

• With a Will

• At 79

• With a Will with a legacy to charity

• At 82

Source: Richard Radcliffe 2009



The Challenge

“For those who think the generational [wealth] transfer will 

automatically flood their organizations with resources, it’s 

time to think again.  Without putting in the hard work of 

generating these planned gifts, 90% of donor mortality will 

simply result in lost current giving.”

-- Dr. Russell N. James, III, JD, PhD

University of Georgia Institute for Nonprofit 

Organizations
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Will Making
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Will Making By Age



Triggers For Making A Will

▪ Illness of the individual

▪ Death of a friend or relative

▪ Experience of sorting out estate of a 

relative

▪ Some form of family change

▪ Planning long distance travel

▪ The purchase of a house



Barriers To Will Making

• A belief there will be no assets
• The absence of anyone obvious to leave 

anything to
• A feeling it was morbid to consider death
• The individual had not yet ‘got around to it.’
• Too much going on!
• Too difficult

• And anxiety
• Self esteem



‘It is striking that even elderly 

people, who know their demise is not 

a distant event, will defer will 

writing’

(Roth 1989, p47).



Determinants of Bequest



Determinants of Bequest

▪ 75% motivated in this way

▪ Depresses current spending by around 

18%

▪ Variations by age
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How Important Is It To You To Leave An Inheritance?



Who Gives??



Robert F. Sharpe Jr

▪ No correlation between either income or 

wealth and the likelihood of giving by 

bequest



Among all 50+ population: Who has 

charitable plans?

Question: Among the general over 50 population, 

what factors were associated with having a 

charitable estate plan?

Note: Now we compare only otherwise identical people.  

E.g., The effect of differences in education among those 

making the same income, with the same wealth, same 

family structure, etc.



Who is more likely to have a 

charitable estate plan?

▪ Seniors A and B are otherwise financially and 

demographically identical

A

makes substantial 

charitable gifts, 

volunteers regularly, and 

has grandchildren

B

doesn’t give to charity, 

doesn’t volunteer, and 

has no children



Evidence From Prof Russell James



Good factors (comparing otherwise 

identical people)

• Has a graduate degree (v. high school) +4.2 % points

• Gives at least $500 per year to charity +3.1 % points

• Volunteers regularly +2.0 % points

• Has a college degree (v. high school) +1.7 % points

• Has been diagnosed with a stroke +1.7 % points

• Is ten years older +1.2 % points

• Has been diagnosed with cancer +0.8 % points

• Is married (v. unmarried) +0.7 % points

• Diagnosed with a heart condition               +0.4 % points

• Attends church at least once per month +0.2 % points

• Has $1,000,000 more in assets +0.1 % points



Irrelevant factors (comparing 

otherwise identical people)

• Has $100,000 per year more income

not significant

• Is male (v. female) not significant



Bad factors (comparing otherwise 

identical people)

• Has only children (v. no offspring) -2.8 

% points

• Has grandchildren (v. no offspring) -10.5 

% points



Who is more likely to have a 

charitable estate plan?

▪ Seniors A and B are otherwise financially and 

demographically identical

A

makes substantial 

charitable gifts, 

volunteers regularly, and 

has grandchildren

B

doesn’t give to charity, 

doesn’t volunteer, and 

has no children



The Fall and Rise in Live Births - US
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Projecting future bequest giving

Frequency of future bequest gifts 

• Change in population

• Change in tendency to make bequest gifts



Do the boomers give differently?

• After controlling for wealth and income, the 

baby boom cohort gave at a significantly 

lower rate during middle age than the pre-

war cohort did (Wilhelm, Rooney, and Tempel, 2008).

• Will boomers also be less charitable in 

estate giving? 



Data

• 1996-2006 Health and 

Retirement Study (HRS), a 

nationally representative, 

biennial, longitudinal study. 

• Analysis weighted to 

project to national means 

and adjusted for complex 

sample selection process



Charitable Estate Planning is up 

from 3.8% to 7% in Ten Years



Basic relationship

• Evidence suggests that the overall trend of 

increased charitable estate planning may have 

been driven, in large part, by changes in 

childlessness and education.

• Such a relationship has important implications 

for predicting charitable estate planning levels in 

the future.



Why Do People Give?



Our Results

• Personal Benefits

• Prestige Recognition

• Warm Glow

• Tax Reduction

• Making A Difference

• Perceived Performance

• Professionalism

• Comms Quality

• Social norms

• Lack of Family Need

• Spite

• Remembrance

• Relationship with Fundraiser

• Need to Live On



James and Boyle (2012)

• Taking an outside perspective of one’s 

self, 

• Recalling the recent death of a loved one, 

and 

• Recalling vivid autobiographical memories 

across one’s life. 



So …

• Bequest decision-making is analogous to 

visualizing the final chapter in one’s 

autobiography…



Bequest fundraising practice

So what do we do?







And…

Why exactly do we want to know who has 

pledged?







Planning ahead…!
• By letting us know….you can help us plan ahead  (RSPCA) 
• …it is tremendously useful in helping us plan for the future 
(Woodland Trust)
• Your promise isn’t legally binding, but it will help us to plan ahead 
(Breakthrough Breast Cancer)
• …you will be helping us plan our work for homeless… (Shelter)
• …but is very helpful in enabling us to plan ahead. (ARC)
• …so we can plan ahead and use our resources more efficiently. 
(Mission Aviation Fellowship)
• By letting us know about your gift now, you enable us to plan more 
effectively… (Bible Society)
• …very important to help us estimate future income and plan ahead. 
(Red Cross)
• …because it helps us to plan our work with animals in the future 
(Blue Cross)
• It will help us make an estimate of future income… (Tearfund)



Q: If I’ve left a gift to Oxfam in my will, should I 

tell you?

A: Yes it’s really helpful if you could let us know that you have included us in 

your will - that way we know that we needn’t ask you again.  We can also 

update you with aspects of Oxfam’s current work, and areas of work that are 

particularly interesting to you.







Give Them A Good Reason

• Only 30% currently report being treated 

any differently – post pledge.

• Create a society or club that they become 

members on

• Focus on added value – as they can 

change their minds …



For legacies…

• There needs to be a sense of 

longevity

– ‘I’m not going to die for a good while!’







And language …



A Good Campaign?

▪ What the money will buy

▪ Talk about how the service will be 

delivered

▪ Your organization’s vital need for funding

▪ Focus on what are likely to be the most 

immediate and pressing needs



Key Concepts in Communication

PRESENT

• Concrete

• Subordinate

• Contextualized

• Unstructured

FUTURE

• Abstract

• Superodinate

• Decontextualized

• Structured





And

• Dates are tied to the present mindset –

extents of time to the future

• Emotions discount faster than logic

• Negative outcomes discount faster than 

positive outcomes.

• In the ‘future’ promotion works better than 

‘prevention.’



Writing legacy materials is a 

simple craft

• Use simple words, simple stories



Severn 

Hospice





It’s a simple craft

• Use simple words, simple stories

• Use them with passion (true to the 

brand)



‘What a wonderful gift we have all inherited.

My Scotland is the dramatic skyline of the 
Grampians, the views across to Arran from the 
spectacular circular room at Culzean Castle and 
the colourful drifts of the rhododendron 
bushes…..’ 



It’s a simple craft

• Use simple words, simple stories

• Use them with passion (true to the 

brand)

• …celebrate large and small





It’s a simple craft

• Use simple words, simple stories

• Use them with passion (true to the 

brand)

• …and celebrate large and small 

• Make them famous







It’s a simple craft

• Use simple words, simple stories

• Use them with passion (true to the 

brand)

• …and celebrate large and small

• Make them famous

• …and some real howlers



xxxxxxxxxxx



Just too much stuff…



Dreadful pics - all from 

one brochure



…the one bit of humanity!!





Surveys



Hyper-personalisation

Dear Adrian…

I remember the survey you returned 

to me a little while back. Thank you 

for that! In it, you told me that you 

preferred spending time with ‘any 

furry, friendly animals’. I imagine 

you really love dogs but not all are 

so lucky…

7

2

Which do you prefer to spend 

time with?

• I love cats!

• I prefer time with dogs!

• Any furry, friendly animals

• Humans really

• It depends

• Other / comments



The Bequest Question

7

3

Bequests left to <CHARITY> by people in their wills are of enormous 
benefit to our work to help <CAUSE>. Many people like to leave 
money in their will or trust to <CHARITY>. These wonderful donors 
are members of our “<CLUB NAME>”. Have you included a gift to 
<CHARITY> in your will?

1 Yes, I already have included <CHARITY> in my will 
2 I intend to include <CHARITY> when I make or revise my will 
3 I would consider this type of gift and would like more information 
4 I have a will and have mentioned other charities, but I have not 
included <CHARITY> 
5 I do not have a will 
6 I have written a will but not included a charity
7 It’s not something I’m interested in right now, thank you



Major Gift Question

7

4

In a few months, <CHARITY> will be running a 

special campaign to <do this special thing>. <We will 

have a ‘private’ phase asking key supporters if they 

could pledge over $1,000 to match donations during 

the campaign>. Would you be able to consider 

making such a gift in 2017?

1. Yes, I’d like to consider a proposal in more detail

2. Maybe. It depends on when, and what campaign

3. Not within six months, but maybe a little later or next year

4. Not now, thank you





Finally - deal with the elephant in 

the room







And humour

Good in legacy context – stimulates attention, 
cognition and rehearsal







BUT ….





Things you must do …

• Ask ! By mail

• Drip feed communications into your newsletter

• Offer information on every communication and 

return slip

• Give it prominence on the web

• Integrate it with your events 

• Engage your volunteers

• Sign up your Board

• Collaborate with other charities

• Develop a society



BUT !!



Has the investment paid off? 

Cumulative Cost v. Income
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Phew …

www.philanthropy-centre.org

http://www.philanthropy-centre.org/



